Some tests of the Marr-Ullman model of movement detection.
Several psychophysical experiments are described which test and uphold predictions derived from the Marr-Ullman model of movement detection. First, we demonstrate the existence of adaptation which is specific not merely to the direction of movement of an edge, but also to its contrast polarity. Second, it is shown that adaptation to a spatially homogeneous field whose luminance is modulated according to a temporal sawtooth waveform produces predictable changes in sensitivity to the movement of an edge; these changes, too, are specific to particular conjunctions of direction and edge polarity. Third, similar changes in sensitivity are demonstrated to occur when the luminance of an edge is physically perturbed at the moment of its displacement. Finally, it is shown that, as predicted, the sudden onset of an edge can itself give rise to a momentary impression of movement, the apparent direction of which depends upon the change in luminance that accompanies the onset of the edge.